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10 Steps to Better Marketing Presentations 

By Susan “Joy” Schleef 

Presentations With Results, Inc. 

 

Whether you’re new to giving presentations or you’ve done it numerous times before, you need to face the fact that circumstances have 

changed and what may have worked in the past just isn’t effective anymore!  Fortunately, many new ideas have been developed in recent 

years that will help you persuade your prospects and get better results from your marketing presentations.   

This guide will help you: 

A. Understand Your Audience:  Know their interests and how to engage their attention. 

B. Clarify Your Message:  Narrow the focus of your presentation and determine the most important things you 

want to tell – and show – your audience. 

C. Improve Your Delivery:  Consider techniques which research has shown to increase the audience’s 

comprehension and retention of your message and make them more likely to take action. 

 

 

Working through these tips and guidelines will help you create better marketing presentations yourself or you can use these initial planning 

steps as preparation for working with a consultant, such as Presentations With Results, to create a unique and professional done-for-you 

presentation, ready for you to deliver in-person or via webinar, post on your website, or convert to video.  

__________________________ 
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A.  About Your Audience 

Remember it’s all about the audience! 

 

Tip #1:  Write a description of your typical audience members.  Spend some time really getting to know them as you write. 

The more you know about your audience or your customers, the better you will be able to focus your message in such a way that they grasp 

what you’re saying – and they’re ready to take action in whatever way you guide them at the end of your presentation.  

The questions below will help you to develop an image of your ideal clients and to have a clearer sense of who will be watching and 

listening to your presentation. 

 

 Why will these people attend your presentation? 

  How old are they?  Where do they live?  How much money do they have? etc.  

  What problems, needs, wants, and desires do they have? 

  How can you help them with those specific problems, needs, or wants? 

  What changes might they need to make to address these issues? 

  What thoughts, beliefs, and feelings do they bring to the situation? 

  What resistance or obstacles need to be overcome before they can make the changes or take the necessary actions? 

 How must they feel in order to take action on your recommendations? 

 How must they feel before they will make a decision to choose your products or services? 
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Tip #2:  Identify a major problem that your audience faces – one for which your presentation offers a solution. 

When you focus on what your audience needs to solve their problems, then your presentation becomes “all about them”, not about you!  If 

your message can offer solutions for your audience, then isn’t it your moral obligation to ensure that message comes across in the most 

compelling and memorable way?  

Help your audience to quickly identify “What’s in it for me?”  The presentation is not about you; it’s all about them! 

In our culture of 30-second commercials, high-speed internet and mobile devices, microwaves, and multitasking, you have only a few 

minutes to grab your audience’s attention and get them interested enough to really take in your whole presentation.   

If you don’t capture their interest quickly, you may lose your chance to fully engage them in what you have to share.  The best way to 

capture their interest is to talk about something that is interesting to them – a problem they would like to solve. 

The common style of starting a presentation – telling them about yourself and your company – gives your audience the impression that the 

presentation is all about you.  They will be much more interested if it is all about them right from the beginning.  
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Tip #3:  Describe the larger context for this problem, such as social, cultural, and economic issues that may be affecting your 

audience. 

The more accurately you can describe a situation to which your audience relates closely, the more they will feel like you understand them 

and their problems.   

We all know that feeling understood makes us more inclined to like the person who understands us.  And, of course, when we like 

someone, then we trust them and are more willing to be influenced by them . . . even to buy from them. 

In this new arena of business, it is more important than ever to present your message in a way that creates a connection with your audience, 

preferably an emotional connection.   

People don’t want to be sold; they want to buy and they prefer to buy from people whom they like and trust.  Let your presentation 

become a social opportunity for that type of emotional connection. 

__________________________ 
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B.  About Your Message 

Your message needs to be clear, concise, and relevant. 

 

Tip #4:  If you knew your audience would only remember 3 things, what would you want those 3 things to be?  Be as clear and 

specific as you can about these 3 most important points. 

We generally want to limit a presentation to only 3 main points (4 at most) to stay within the limits of most people’s working memory.   

Even though you may have a huge amount of information you feel it is important to share with your audience, the reality is that people can 

only absorb a few bits of information at a time.   

Trying to present more information than that will most likely overwhelm your audience, cause them to lose interest or get bored or feel 

frustrated, and it will diminish the chances that they’ll actually remember anything from what you’ve told them! 

For a longer presentation, around 45 minutes to an hour, you would still structure the whole presentation around those 3-4 main points.  

But you can add sub-points to help your audience fully understand what each of the main points really means.   

You can also show brief examples or details for each of the sub-points to help anchor the main points in the minds of your audience. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

If you’re interested in learning more about theories regarding the limits of working memory, check out these resources: 

George A. Miller, “The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information,” Psychological Review 63, 

81-97 (1956) 

Cliff Atkinson, “The Science of Making Your PowerPoint Memorable: Q&A with Nelson Cowan,” www.BeyondBulletPoints.com (June 2004) 

http://www.beyondbulletpoints.com/
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Tip #5:  Write out your 3 main points (and any sub-points) as complete sentences.  Place each sentence as a headline at the top 

of separate slides in the proper sequence.   

Move any bullet points and other verbal content to the “Notes” section of each slide.   

You may have more content than what you can associate with the 3 main points and their sub-points.  That extra content can be moved to 

a separate PowerPoint file to be saved for other presentations that you may develop in the future or it  can be converted into a “white 

paper”, tips sheet, handout, or other written document. 

As you review your material and write out your 3 main points and their relative sub-points, please keep in mind Tip #4.   

You want to limit the total amount of information which you will be presenting to your audience so that they will be more likely to actually 

remember the most important things you are telling them and to take action on those 3 main points.   

Do not add more than 3 or 4 sub-points for each of your main points and make sure that all your sub-points and examples are closely 

related to the 3 main points.   Do not bring in any extraneous information as your build out the supporting layers beneath each main point.  
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Tip #6:  Structure the sequence of your slides to emphasize the 3 main points as the organizing focus of your presentation.  By 

stating early on that you will be sharing 3 main points, you create a sort of table of contents or a roadmap for your presentation 

that your audience can easily follow to arrive at the conclusion you want them to reach. 

This can be done with a preview statement like “I’m going to reveal 3 secrets to improving your financial success” or “Follow these 3 steps 

to reduce stress in your life”.   

These 3 main points are the solution you are offering to the problem faced by your audience – the problem you identified in Tip #2.   

Then, as you progress through the presentation, clearly identify each main point when you come to it by using a specially formatted slide, 

with the same format for each of the 3 points. 

Defining and previewing the key points of your presentation creates a feeling of control for your audience because they have a sense of 

what is coming next and of how much longer the presentation will be.   

No more wondering how long they will be stuck in their seats watching slide after slide of boring bullet points while you ramble on 

aimlessly and endlessly! 

The more you structure the information you’re sharing with your audience, the easier you make it for them to bring that new information 

into their minds and to make associations with knowledge they already have stored there. 

New and exciting information engages the audience’s attention.  But, in order to make use of that new information and to act on it, they 

must be able to connect the new information to their existing thoughts, beliefs, and feelings. 

Experiment with finding just the right mix of engaging, surprising, and emotional information structured in a clear, careful rhythm that 

improves audience comprehension, retention, and action. 

__________________________ 
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C.  About Your Delivery 

Without good delivery, the best message will never be received! 

 

Tip #7:  The purpose of your slides is to help the audience keep track of where they are in your presentation – NOT to help 

you keep track of what to say next! 

Who decided it was all right to display our speaker notes and outlines up on the big screen while we give our presentation!?!   

That’s basically what most people’s slides are:  a speaker’s outline, full of multiple bullet points on every screen, loaded with way too much 

information.  The problem is that your audience is trying to read all those bullet points and listen to you at the same time.   

Modern research has shown that this approach actually doesn’t work so well.  We would create far more learning in the minds of our 

audience if we simply placed a complementary and supporting visual image on screen to illustrate our spoken words, rather than trying to 

present the same information orally and visually at the same time. 

A simple sentence headline with a large photo will usually do the trick.  The more dramatic, surprising, or intriguing you can make the 

photos, the better chance you have of engaging your audience on an emotional level. 
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Tip #8:  Using a simple story structure can greatly increase the likelihood that your audience will pay attention to your entire 

presentation.  Make each audience member feel as if they are the main character of the story through their identification with 

the setting and problem you describe at the beginning. 

The story form or metaphor that you choose for your presentation lets you define your audience’s common problem (Point A) and their 

goal of where they would like to be (Point B).   

Your “call to action” launches into the presentation by stating how you can help the audience get from Point A to Point B. 

Your story or metaphor doesn’t need to be complicated or drawn out.  A simple, but universal theme helps all the audience members easily 

grasp the concepts you present within the story context.   

The more we can relate new information to something already stored in our brains, the easier it is to assimilate and understand that new 

information.  The simple story structure becomes a perfect anchor for the new information you audience will hear in your presentation. 

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

To learn more about using this story template to structure your presentation and where you can download the form for free, please see my blog post 

and video, “How much is too much information”.   

http://presentationswithresults.com/?p=348
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Tip #9:  Place a large graphic on each slide to support and illustrate the headline you created for that slide. 

Try to keep the graphic images consistent with the story or metaphor you’ve chosen for the presentation.  Research has shown that 

pictures are only helpful when they are closely related to your spoken message.   

Random and unrelated pictures, even though they may be visually interesting, can actually distract your audience from the message you are 

trying to convey.   

Any pictures which do not fit within the story theme or which are only vaguely related to the slide topic should be removed from your 

slides and replaced with pictures that will better serve the goal of your presentation. 

When you are selecting pictures, also keep in mind that you want your visual images to generate an emotional response in your audience.   

Remember that people make decisions emotionally and then justify those decisions rationally. 

The more your images grab their attention and startle or surprise them, the more they will keep paying attention to what you have to say 

about those images.  
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Tip #10:  Practice, practice, practice!   

Having well-designed slides and well-written information is only part of the process.  Now you must deliver the presentation in a way that 

allows you to connect emotionally with your audience, keep them engaged, and inspire them to take action. 

Practice giving your speech as many times as you can before your live event.  Even if you have given the same presentation many times 

before, you will still want to review and practice at least once before each live presentation.   

As a comparison, professional athletes practice consistently so they can keep their skills sharp and continue to improve them.  They don’t 

stop practicing just because they’ve done it before or because they’ve become superstars! 

Timing 

First you will want to speak through your entire outline out loud.  Time yourself to make sure you have correctly judged the amount of 

information you can deliver within the time allotted for your presentation.   

Going over time is simply not acceptable – EVER!  It is not fair to your audience, to the event organizer or host, or to the message you 

really want your audience to grasp. 

Continue to practice your presentation in a variety of ways.  Practice in front of a mirror at home.  Practice for a few friends or co-workers.  

Practice with the slides, either on your computer screen or with a projector.    

Make sure you get comfortable following along with your notes since you will no longer have those bullet points on screen to use as your 

prompter!  Practice using the slide headlines and photo to trigger your memory for what you need to say about each slide. 

Eye Contact 

Don’t forget to practice making eye contact with your audience throughout your presentation.  As you stay connected to your audience, 

you’ll notice when they are getting bored or restless.   

Practice your eye contact until it becomes part of your muscle memory.  Then you won’t even have to think about it on stage.  

Try to make direct eye contact for a few seconds with specific individuals in the audience and be sure to look at different areas of the 

room, not just the same few people over and over.  
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Audience Interaction 

Have a few engagement techniques ready to employ when needed.  The more you can keep your audience participating actively in your 

presentation, the more likely they will be to retain the information you share and the more they will be ready to take action.   

Asking the right questions and eliciting agreement or other responses can 

help you lead your audience toward the actions you want them to take. 

It’s a good idea to also practice some of the changes you might make in 

the moment when you notice your audience is not engaged.  

Location and Equipment  

If possible, you would want to practice your presentation in the room 

where you’ll give it and practice with the projector, screen, and other 

equipment you’ll be using.   

Make sure ahead of time that all the technical pieces are working 

correctly and that you know how to operate all the equipment. 

For a live presentation, plan to arrive early enough to do a final check of 

all the equipment and still allow yourself time to relax and get centered 

before you speak. 

__________________________ 
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Review 

1.  Write a description of your typical audience members.  Spend some time really getting to know them as you write. 

2.  Identify a major problem that your audience faces – one for which your presentation offers a solution. 

3.  Describe the larger context for this problem, such as social, cultural, or economic issues that may be affecting your audience. 

4.  If you knew your audience would only remember 3 things, what would you want those 3 things to be?  Be as clear and specific as you 

can about these 3 most important points. 

5.  Write out your 3 main points (and any sub-points) as complete sentences.  Place each sentence as a headline at the top of separate slides 

in the proper sequence.   

6.  Structure the sequence of your slides to emphasize the 3 main points as the organizing focus of your presentation.  By stating early on 

that you will be sharing 3 main points, you create a sort of table of contents or a roadmap for your presentation that your audience can 

easily follow to arrive at the conclusion you want them to reach. 

7.  The purpose of your slides is to help the audience keep track of where they are in your presentation – NOT to help you keep track of 

what to say next! 

8.  Using a simple story structure can greatly increase the likelihood that your audience will pay attention to your entire presentation.  Make 

each audience member feel as if they are the main character of the story through their identification with the setting and problem you 

describe at the beginning. 

9.  Place a large graphic on each slide to support and illustrate the headline you created for that slide. 

10.  Practice, practice, practice! 
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Bonus Tip 

 

Learn to use all the functions of your presentation software so your slides aren’t forced to do triple duty – as audience visuals, 

speaker’s notes, and printed handouts.  

If you set your slides up correctly, you’ll be able to print out these 3 different types of documents for 3 very different purposes – all from 

the same slides.   

When someone asks you to send them your slides, you can send the notes page version.  All your speaking notes should be typed into the 

notes frame at the bottom of each slide since that information will no longer be found in bullet points in the main slide area.   

This is also how you can print out your own notes to use while practicing and delivering your presentation. 

You may also want to explore the idea of using “Presenter View”.  This seldom-used feature of PowerPoint allows you to show your slides 

on screen, while displaying additional information on your laptop, including your notes for each slide and a thumbnail of the next slide in 

the sequence.   

While you may not want to take a laptop on stage when you’re giving a live presentation to a large group, “Presenter View” can be very 

helpful when presenting a webinar or in a less formal live presentation where you could be seated. 

If you want help with PowerPoint basics,  or you want to learn to use PowerPoint more efficiently and more creatively, you can go to our 

Facebook page at http://www.Facebook.com/PowerPointQueenRules. 

This is a great place to find details about how to use various features of PowerPoint.  Of course, if you choose to work with Presentations 

With Results, we will put together a package of coaching and consulting services to meet your unique needs, including how to use any 

PowerPoint features with which you may be unfamiliar. 

__________________________ 

 

http://www.facebook.com/PowerPointQueenRules
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Next Steps 

 

You don’t have to change everything all at once.  Start with the changes that seem easiest for you and the ones that make the most sense in 

your circumstances. 

o Get input from your co-workers or friends.   

o Brainstorm with them about story ideas for your presentation.   

o Invite their feedback on how they would feel as members of your audience. 

If all this feels like too much for you to take on yourself, you can outsource much of the work to the experts.  Of course, you are still the 

expert on the content of your presentation – on your message.   

But a Presentation Strategist can help you to focus and clarify that message and can design the slides for you to show during your 

presentation – slides that will help to really get your message into your audience’s brains.  

If you already have a staff person who creates the presentations for your company, get that person the training he or she needs to apply 

these new techniques and to create even better presentations for you that can lead to even better results for your company.   

Presentations With Results can provide a full-day workshop of presentation training for you and your team at your location.  Follow-up 

coaching can also be arranged as needed. 

__________________________ 

Additional Resources 

http://PresentationsWithResults.com/blog  Many articles and blog posts; new content posted regularly. 

Why most presentations fail…   Slide presentation hosted on SlideShare.net; includes 8 minute audio narration. 

http://www.Facebook.com/PowerPointQueenRules  Facebook page with tips, articles, and webinars to go from Boring to Wow!!! 

http://presentationswithresults.com/blog
http://slidesharemail.com/wf/click?upn=JEzcWfMNhU88p3q140oRkdf6BrcN0GGm9r5OnzCFjENA2ZGqwVZQSeqlGA5FttKkGwzW29izMbFUUp2iiJ3D0j07igt-2FZejVnLVD8erg8aXt1SpC3bWpOi-2BXCZCzwKSU_YDTqBOjidbCUo-2Far1oAtZsumv-2FCa8FQPbyNzhIFUoZeViA7fZ-2BhAcLVUbyKso-2Fl02U7BEDyQkeLHorrA0gyZ2bOPTl7FF6DWRRpgaGeDfPSCZ3TvlqpHxT9lsA2ftPD0rQIgfXftnLYF9WgFhYiLf8pTM9-2FnXcVusRknF-2B443vZQUYE2sxCRtwhucX571SzHb-2FEjcBUdvUv6fJQTm-2FoU32SJ3Kl9I-2FRjj9-2FrZGYA-2Bs0-2BIHZEmY7AmVvQkUlL086aWAf5NJ99gFv7SmpzXmRWlg-3D-3D
http://www.facebook.com/PowerPointQueenRules
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